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TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

Burglary –
Residence

19-54872

Raemoor Dr

Vehicle
Burglary

19-54751

Old Kings Rd S

Larceny

19-54769

London Dr

Traffic Stop

19-54738

Belle Terre Pkwy

Warrant

19-54842

Prospect Ln

LarcenyShoplifting

19-54879

Palm Coast Pkwy
NE (Publix)

Units responded to Ryecrest earlier in the day about a B/M
attempting to steal a bike from a garage. The victim did not want to
pursue charges and just wanted the male to leave the area. About
an hour later we responded to the above address, because the
homeowner came out to his garage to find a B/M standing inside it,
near his bike, with a hoodie pulled up. When confronted he advised
he needs to use a phone, then walked off. D/S Conway located S1
at Raemoor and Raeitan. Post Miranda he admitted to attempting
to steal the Bicycle. S1 was arrested for Burglary of an Occupied
structure. Report D/S Conway
RP was working at the Flagler Animal Hospital from 7pm on
06/11/19 to 7am on 06/12/19. When she came out to her Jeep
Wrangler to leave, it would not start. She then opened her hood
and discovered someone had stolen her unknown make battery.
They re-latched one of the rubber latches that keep the hood
closed after removing the battery. Nothing else was taken from the
vehicle.
RP has been waiting for her new License Plate, from the dealership,
for her new vehicle. She contacted the dealership and discovered it
was mailed and should have been delivered by now. Florida plate
and decal have been entered as stolen. Report D/S Cowan.
A traffic stop was conducted on a vehicle reference to the front
seat passenger not wearing his seatbelt. It was determined the 4
occupants of the vehicle were possibly illegal immigrants, and ICE
was contacted. ICE responded and took custody of one of the
occupants reference deportation. Report D/S Conway.
Units responded to the location with units from the U.S. Marshalls
Service in reference to a warrant attempt on S1. Upon arrival, S1
was observed standing in the driveway of the home. S1 was taken
into custody reference the warrant out of Putnam County, for Agg
Batt w/ deadly weapon x2 and poss. Of a firearm by a convicted
felon. S1 was transported to the inmate facility without incident.
Management advised a male was attempting to steal $72.24 worth
of miscellaneous items. When confronted, the male left the store
and fled on foot southbound through the parking lot.

